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This powerful middle-grade novel from the Newbery Honor author of RULES explores a friendship

between a small-town girl and the daughter of migrant workers.When Lily's blind dog, Lucky, slips

his collar and runs away across the wide-open blueberry barrens of eastern Maine, it's Salma

Santiago who manages to catch him. Salma, the daughter of migrant workers, is in the small town

with her family for the blueberry-picking season.After their initial chance meeting, Salma and Lily

bond over painting bee boxes for Lily's grandfather, and Salma's friendship transforms Lily's

summer. But when Salma decides to run in the upcoming Blueberry Queen pageant, they'll have to

face some tough truths about friendship and belonging. Should an outsider like Salma really

participate in the pageant-and possibly win?Set amongst the blueberry barrens and by the sea, this

is a gorgeous new novel by Newbery Honor author Cynthia Lord that tackles themes of prejudice

and friendship, loss and love.
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In A HANDFUL OF STARS by Cynthia Lord, 12-year-old Lily (short for Tigerlily) is having kind of a

lonely summer. Her best friend Hannah is so obsessed with a boy that she doesn't have any time

for the kinds of activities the two of them once enjoyed. Lily's grandma and grandpa are busy

running the general store in their small Maine seacoast town, and of course, Lily's never known her



father and her mom's been gone since Lily was two. That's why Lily spends so much time with her

dog Lucky; he's old and has gone blind, but he's Lily's last remaining connection to her mother,

since she bought him when he was just a puppy. Lucky's an older dog now, but Lily's convinced that

if she can just make enough money painting bee houses this summer, she can pay for an operation

that might return his sight.One summer day, Lucky gets away from Lily and runs right into the fields

where migrant workers are harvesting wild blueberries. A girl Lilyâ€™s age named Salma helps rein

Lucky in, and it turns out that Salma likes painting, too, but her paintings are real works of art, not

just stencils like Lily paints. Salma agrees to help Lily raise money for Lucky's operation, and Lily

agrees to help Salma compete for the title of Blueberry Queen. Even if each girl thinks the other's

dream is a long shot, they support each other --- and that's what friendship is for, right?Lord, whose

previous books have dealt with dementia and autism, could be easy to pigeonhole as an author of

so-called issues-driven books.
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